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• Muzayrib town in south Syria bombarded with mortar shell and the Military Council 

imposes a curfew 

• Unknown men kidnap Palestinian "Karim Mufleh" from the town of Muzayrib 

• 4 dead while members of ‘Hayat Tahrir Al-Sham’ storm into the locations of ISIS in Yarmouk 

camp 

• Jafra honours the excellent students of Ouda School in south Damascus 

"Female Palestinian refugee dies after the Syrian regime bombards the suburbs 

of Damascus" 



 

Latest Developments 

Palestinian refugee “Khetam Saeed Ghoneim” died on Wednesday 

07-02-2018, after Syrian aircrafts bombarded the residential 

neighborhoods in the city of Doma, in the Ghouta region, in the 

suburbs of Damascus, killing 14 civilians and large destruction of the 

properties. 

The Action Group documented the death of 1149 Palestinian victims 

due to the bombardments of the Syrian regime, since the beginning 

of the war in Syria. 

 

In the meantime, our correspondent in south Syria reported 

that ISIS bombarded the town of Muzayrib with an artillery shell, 

confirming that it did not explode. The shell fell onto the highway 

cemetery without injuries. 

In the same context, the Military Council of the armed opposition in 

the town of Muzayrib issued an official statement, in which it 

imposed a curfew on the residents, because of the security tension 

in the area amid ISIS’s attempts to storm into the town and its 

launching of surprise attacks on the armed opposition forces’ sites. 



 

Members of ISIS launched a surprise attack last Wednesday, on the 

town of Hayt in the Yarmouk Basin. This came in conjunction with 

the break out of violent clashes between the armed Syrian 

opposition and ISIS, in which all types of light, medium and heavy 

weapons were used, including artillery and rocket launchers. 

The armed Syrian opposition factions in Muzayrib imposed a night 

curfew on 24-01-2018, in an attempt to reduce the incidence of 

kidnappings and theft in the town. The curfew began at 9 pm and 

ended at 5 am. 

The suffering of the residents of Muzayrib continues in general, and 

approximately 1700 Palestinian families in particular, are 

complaining of extremely harsh living conditions, especially with 

the approach of winter, the lack of aid, the expensive prices and the 

widespread of unemployment among them, resulting from the 

ongoing conflict in Syria. 

In a similar context, the Action Group’s correspondent 

reported the news of the kidnapping of the Palestinian refugee, 

"Karim Awad Mufleh," by a group of unknown men, from the town 

of Muzayrib in Deraa, south Syria. 

The Action Group’s reporter said that Mufleh was kidnapped five 

days ago, with a young, Syrian nationality holder, from the town of 

Muzayrib, and there is no news of him until now. 

Murders, assassinations and kidnappings have become an 

obsession that haunt the residents of the town of Muzayrib, due to 

their great repetition in the recent past. The armed Syrian 



 

opposition factions in the town of Muzayrib imposed a night curfew 

on 24-01-2018, in an attempt to reduce the spread of kidnapping 

and theft incidents in the town, applying the curfew from 9pm to 

5am. 

Meanwhile, the Action Group's correspondent reported that 

members of ‘Hayat Tahrir Al-Sham’ carried out a surprise attack on 

Wednesday-Thursday night, on the Charitable Association for 

Palestine’s building, “Al-Malkeya School,” which is under ISIS’s 

control in Yarmouk camp, killing four members of ISIS. 

Yarmouk camp is witnessing a state of anxiety and tension, as a 

result of ongoing clashes between ‘Hayat Tahrir Al-Sham’ and ISIS, 

which launched a surprise attack on 14th of January 2018, on the 

members of ‘Hayat Tahrir Al-Sham’ in the west of Yarmouk camp. 

The attack resulted in ISIS taking control over the headquarters of 

the Palestinian Charitable Association, Abd Al-Qader Al-Hossini 

School and a nursery adjacent to the Abd Al-Qader Al-Hossini 

School, which belongs to ‘Hayat Tahrir Al-Sham.’ Five members of 

‘Hayat Tahrir Al-Sham’ were killed and three others injured during 

the attack. 

ISIS also targeted the area surrounding the Zeid ibn Khattab 

Mosque located in the west of Yarmouk camp, on 04-02-2018 with 

a number of mortar shells, causing material damage. This came in 

conjunction with ISIS’s bombing of a residential building in Haifa 

Street with rocket-propelled grenades, that completely ignited the 

building. 

 



 

Local Work Committees 

The “Jafra Foundation for Relief and Youth Development” in south 

Damascus, honoured the excellent students in the first grade at all 

levels of study in the Ouda Alternative School. The Foundation 

distributed awards and games to motivate all students to develop 

their level of study in the second semester. 

It should be noted that the conflict in Syria has greatly limited the 

opportunities for young people and children to have access to 

education. The fear of arrest or physical liquidation among many of 

the high school students, is one of the prominent obstacles 

obstructing the movement of education among the youth and 

prevents them from applying for public examinations. 

 


